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Sheepmortality during the lambing
season, as determined by an
analysis of the data on collections
from NFSCo (The National Fallen
Stock Co.), was generally higher in
2016 than in 2015 and probably
comparable to 2014, although it is
difficult to determine the extent
because collections can be done on
a weight or a volume basis, as
opposed to the losses being
individually accounted for. The
NFSCo data also does not equate to

total National mortality, because
notall stock losseswill beaccounted
for on the NFSCo scheme. For
example, Scottish losses have
increased significantly this year, and
this could be because farmers
genuinely lost more animals, or,
alternatively, they lost exactly the
same as last year but more of them
were put through the NFSCo
scheme.

Analysing the data for the key

lambing months (February, March
and April), shows that individual
adult and lamb losses, plus volume
collections, were all higher this year
compared to 2015. Lamb mortality
was up 6% to around 175,000 head;
adult losses were up 7.7% to
108,000 head and there was a 3%
increase in collections classified by
weight.

The lambing season is a busy time for
collectors, and for NFSCo. The latest statistics
illustrate that collections through the scheme
have increased this year. Whether that is
through higher mortality or simply from
collectors putting the animals through NFSCo
more than last year isn't clear of course.
Regardless, I would like to thank all of the
collectors who use us on a regular basis for
their commitment. Your business is
appreciated, and themorebusinessweget the
more we will benefit going forward.

In December's Collector Update I stated that the Board was minded to incentivise collectors to put more of
their business through NFSCo by introducing a volume or "commitment" bonus. Under this sort of a scheme
those collectors who putmore of their collections through NFSCo get proportionally more of a levy reduction
than those who don't. This is as opposed to the current sitution where the levy reduction, when our turnover
allows, is applied evenly regardless of the amount of business a collector does with us.

I am pleased to say that discussion have started in earnest on this, and Ian Potter and Jane Hill, from Saffery
Champness, are currently thrashing out the detail. If you have any comment on the principle of this idea than
please let either me or Ian know as soon as possible. We are looking to finalise the scheme in the next few
weeks, with a view to introducing it from July.

Finallymay Iwish youall thebest for the rest of this year, and if youhaveanyqueries or questions aboutNFSCo
then please get in touch.

Thank you for your continuing support.

Michael Seals, Chairman

From the chairman...

Want to get in touch? Ring (01335) 320014
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National sheep mortality graphs
The graphs plot the fallen stock figures for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, as
recorded by NFSCo. The figures do not include all collections, just those put through the NFSCo
scheme. Consequently conclusions should be drawn according to the trends, not the specific figures.

Compared to 2014 individual adult
and lamb losseswerealsoupby13%
and 9% respectively, but helping to
compensate for these increaseswas
a reduction of 10% in bulk
collections. Losses were
significantly down on 2013, which is
the worse year since NFSCo started
to compile the records in 2011.

Nevertheless the UK suffered a very
cold April – the peak lambingmonth
-‐ and 2016 saw the second heaviest
adult and lamb losses of the last five
years.

In England lamb losses as accounted
foronan individualbasisweredown
15% to around 60,000 head, but

collections by weight were up 4%.
Adult losses were up 7.65% to
around 35,000 head.

On the basis of this data set Scottish
sheep farmers look as if they had a
harder time during lambing, and
there was a 31% increase in the
numberof lambsanda16%increase
in adults picked up by NFSCo
collectors, to 75,000 and 36,000
head respectively. Volume
collections were also up 11%.

Wales is a mixed picture and firm
conclusions are difficult to draw.
Lambs mortality was up 12% on
2015at approximately 38,000head,
and was the second highest in the

last six years. Adult losses were 6%
down,however,at27,000.However
there was a 12% reduction in
collections on a volumebasis,which
could not be accounted for by the
increase in lamb losses, and this
comes on the back of two further
years of large percentage
reductions in volume collections.
This indicates a large volume of
sheep in Wales are being disposed
of outside of the NFSCo scheme.

In contrast NFSCo collections in
Northern Ireland are steadily
growing, with adult and volume
collections being up 24% and 30%
respectively while lamb collections
are down 13%.


